Tonics
If you’re picking the perfect gin, why not pair it with the perfect
tonic? We also have a broad selection of garnishes - just ask your
server for your personal preference or try something a bit different!

Franklin & Sons

2.05

A straightforward, quinine-led tonic made using spring water from
Staffordshire and cinchona bark from Ecuador. A great tonic for
almost all gins that allows the individual botanicals to shine through.
Natural Tonic / Light Tonic / Sicilian Lemon Tonic / Ginger Ale

True North Sheffield Dry Gin was the first gin
to be distilled and bottled in Sheffield in over
100 years. Try our unique spirit today!

Fever-Tree

2.20

‘If three-quarters of your gin and tonic is the tonic, make sure you
use the best’ is the motto of founder Tim Warrilow who, along with
his partners, scoured the globe for the finest possible ingredients to
create the best possible tonic waters to enjoy with your gin.
Indian Tonic / Light Tonic / Mediterranean Tonic / Elderflower Tonic

Lamb & Watt

Our Perfect Serve
Sheffield Dry Gin with any
Franklin & Sons tonic
Single 5.00 | Double 7.00

2.10

Made using Lake District spring water and organic blue agave,
these premium tonics come in a variety of interesting flavours to
compliment different gins.
Basil Tonic / Hibiscus Tonic

Brit vic

Draught

0.90

1.25

| Low calorie bottle

Our house tonics. Indian tonic available on draught with any gin.
Low-calorie tonic available in bottles.

Gin Cocktails
Try our range of Sheffield Dry Gin flavour editions,
available at the bar or from truenorthbrewco.uk/store
Single 5.00 | Double 7.00

Had your fill of tonic water? Already tried all the gins? Why not
mix it up and try one of our extensive range prepared in a classic gin
cocktail? Here’s three of our favourite classics or, alternatively, take
a look in our cocktail menu for something a bit different.

Prices include Franklin & Sons tonic

Martini
Marmalade
Sheffield Dry Gin twice-infused with Seville oranges and locally
made marmalade from The Hedgerow Preserving Company.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and orange peel twist

Moorland Berries
Bursting with the flavours of wild moorland fruits, including
cranberries, blueberries and blackberries.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and red apple slice

Raspberr y and Pomegranate
A bright and delicately balanced infusion of traditional gin
botanicals, fresh raspberries and pomegranate seeds.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Sicilian Lemon Tonic
and fresh raspberries and lemon slice

from

6.50

One of the oldest and best known cocktails in the
world. Made with your choice of gin and dry vermouth,
however you like it; dry (less vermouth), wet (more
vermouth) or somewhere in between. One for the
purists, who love their gin without tonic!

Negroni

from

6.50

The quintessential Italian aperitif made using your
choice of gin, Campari or Aperol and sweet vermouth
for a refreshingly bitter cocktail. Best enjoyed before
dinner... or after dinner... or whilst eating your
dinner... or whenever you feel like it!

Collins

from

6.50

An old-school classic cocktail described originally as
‘making lemonade and spiking it with gin’, simply made
using your choice of gin, fresh lemon juice, sugar and
soda water for a long, refreshing drink.

Scapegrace

4.00

Distilled in the foothills of New Zealand’s Southern Alps, using
the natural glacial water and a blend of traditional gin botanicals
making an exceptionally smooth yet crisp dry gin.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and grapefruit

Sheffield Dr y Gin

Alkkemist

4.80

Distilled by the light of a full moon using 21 botanicals including
Muscat grapes and samphire before being packaged in one of the
most beautiful bottles we’ve seen. This gin is as delicate as it is
mysterious, perfectly balancing numerous unique flavours.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and orange peel

Includes Franklin & Sons tonic
Single

5.00

|

7.00

Double

Using a unique blend of Sheffield water and a range of locally
sourced botanicals including dried juniper, gentian, Sheffield Honey
and Henderson’s Relish, we’ve created a distinctly Yorkshire gin!
Have you tried our flavour editions? Ask about Sheffield Dry Gin
Marmalade, Moorland Berries and Raspberry & Pomegranate.

Beefeater

HOUSE SERVE

Our house serve, which has been distilled in the heart of London
since 1863 and currently overseen by Desmond Payne, the world’s
most experienced master distiller.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and lime

Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and orange

Slingsby Yorkshire Rhubarb

4.30

Slingsby’s award-winning London Dry Gin infused with real rhubarb
from the Rhubarb Triangle. Initially a limited edition, it proved
so popular they now make it all year round! Delicate sweetness
from the rhubarb balances with the pink grapefruit in the base gin,
making it a beautifully well-rounded and drinkable gin.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree E l d e r f l owe r To n i c a n d a p p l e

St. George Botanivore

4.00

A light, fresh and herbaceous gin from California. The 19 botanicals
are added using a variety of methods to get the best out of each one
and the result is a huge depth of flavour with citrus, spice, earthy,
herbal and floral notes all vying for attention.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and bay or thyme

Tanqueray No. 10

3.50

Named after the stills used to create it, Tanqueray’s No. 10 is
a small batch gin utilising a variety of different citrus fruits to
create a well rounded, bright and zesty gin.

Beefeater 24

3.60

A premium version of our house serve, inspired by Japan using
Sencha and green tea as additional botanicals to create a superbly
smooth gin that works brilliantly in cocktails and G&Ts alike.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and grapefruit

Blackwoods Vintage

3.20

The world’s first vintage gin, with a different recipe each year
determined by the availability of the handpicked Shetland
botanicals used to create this herbal and refreshing dry gin.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and thyme

That Boutique-y Gin Company
Spit-Roasted Pineapple

4.20

Reviving a long-lost and once popular recipe for pineapple gin by
spit-roasting the fruit whole with Demerara sugar to caramelise
them before infusing them into their boldly flavoured gin to create
everyone’s new favourite summer tipple!
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Sicilian Lemon Tonic and
pineapple or grapefruit

Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and grapefruit

The Lakes Explorer Edition

Brockmans Intensely Smooth
4.30

A super premium special edition from The Lakes Distillery which aims
to bottle the essence of the Lake District into a zesty and herbal gin.
Hints of black pepper and Earl Grey tea provide a savoury bitterness
against the citrus fruits and herbs creating an extraordinary gin.

3.30

A uniquely smooth, fruity and approachable gin, bursting with
fresh blueberries and blackberries with hints of almonds and
liquorice creating a well rounded and fresh gin. Can be enjoyed
on its own, in a G&T or a cocktail.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and grapefruit

Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and grapefruit

Warner Edwards Elderflower

Bulldog
3.40

Made using hand-picked elderflower from their farm in Harrington
this gin is made once a year and the star ingredient goes from field
to bottle in a matter of hours. The addition of elderflower to the
traditional botanicals creates a true ‘summer in a glass’ flavour.

3.20

An unassailably brilliant London Dry. The complex blend of 12
botanicals includes some interesting ones: Lotus leaves give a
gentle green tea-like bitterness, white poppy gives nuttiness and
dragon eye (like a small, dry lychee) adds tropical fruit flavours.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and grapefruit

Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree M e d i te r r a n e a n Tonic and cucumber

Whitley Neill Blood Orange

3.40

Inspired by his honeymoon to Sicily, master distiller Frederick
Neill wanted to use his skills to create a gin that evoked memories
of the Sicilian flavours or, to give those of us not lucky enough to
have been, a taste of the Mediterranean.

Buss No. 509 Persian Peach

4.70

A Belgian gin distilled to the highest possible standards by
people who pride themselves on being the odd ones out! This
expression of theirs focuses on Persian peaches which have a
fresh and tangy taste as well as fruity.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and mint leaves

Perfect Serve: Lamb & Watt Hibiscus Tonic and orange

Zymurgorium Marmalade

5.00

Using their incredible Original Manchester Gin as the base and adding
Seville oranges, bergamot, tangerine and other citrus fruits before
infusing it with local marmalade, Zymurgorium have created the most
amazingly tangy, citrusy, breakfast-ready gin the world has seen!
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Sicilian Lemon Tonic and orange

Citadelle

3.40

An artisanal French gin created in a cognac still at Château de
Bonbonnet using juniper grown on their estate. One of only a handful
of spirits distilled in a flame-fired still, a process that requires
absolute mastery of the art of distilling and gives it a depth of flavour
that no other gin can achieve!
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and lemon peel

Dà Mhìle Seaweed

3.80

Martin Miller’s

3.20

Pronounced ‘dah-vee-lay’, this is an intriguing variation on their
small batch Welsh gin; triple filtered and then infused with local
seaweed for three weeks to impart a delicate coastal character.

The most awarded gin of the last 10 years, distilled in England and
blended with Icelandic spring water. Superb quality London dry gin
made using traditional botanicals and techniques.

Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and kiwi

Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and cucumber

Empress 1908

4.40

Named after Canada’s famously lavish Empress Hotel, this gin
uses a variety of botanicals which include the hotel’s bespoke
blend of teas. Butterfly pea blossom gives the spirit a deep indigo
hue which turns a soft pink colour when tonic water is added. This
is a superb and delicate gin which also happens to be magical!
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and grapefruit

Forest

3.60

A higher strength version of Martin Miller’s original gin, created to
make classic cocktails and fuller flavoured G&Ts. Awarded the world’s
best gin in 2016 and one of the finest London Dry Gins you’ll find.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and cucumber

Mombasa Club Strawberr y
5.20

A family-made gin from Macclesfield which uses some classic
botanicals alongside locally foraged ingredients from the
forest near their home before being packaged in one of the
world’s most beautiful bottles! Each batch is therefore unique,
depending on the season.

3.60

Triple distilled and infused with real strawberries, this gin does a
fantastic job of balancing the sweetness and the acidity of the fruit
as opposed to being overly sweet. Incredibly smooth, with surprising
complexity behind the strawberries.
Perfect Serve: Lamb & Watt Hibiscus Tonic and strawberries

Monkey 47

Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and rosemary

Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz

Miller’s Westbourne Strength

4.50

5.50

An intriguing gin from the Black Forest in Germany which gets
its name from having 47 different botanicals and being bottled
at 47%. The huge array of botanicals give this gin an incredible
depth of flavour and complexity.

From the Yarra Valley in Australia, famous for its Shiraz grapes.
Four Pillars combined their gin with their neighbour’s grapes and
the resulting spirit is uniquely Australian... not deliberately wacky
but unlike anything produced in the rest of the world!

Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and thyme or lime

Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and orange

Known for their amazing whiskies, Nikka have taken their base
spirit and used traditional Japanese ingredients to create a most
extraordinary gin. Citrus fruits like yuzu, amanatsu and kabosu
alongside sansho pepper give this gin an incredible flavour.

Hayman’s Old Tom

3.20

From the family-owned distillery in London, currently in its fifth
generation dating back to the 19th century gin craze. This gin is
created to be true to the original styles of gin, with an underlying
sweetness and generous quantities of botanicals.

3.50

Scottish gin focusing on rose petals and cucumber as its main
botanicals. It’s produced using two different types of stills to
create a smooth yet flavoursome spirit with a refreshing taste.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and cucumber

Hernö Old Tom

5.50

Recently awarded the accolade of World’s Best Gin, this incredible
expression from Sweden is made using the same recipe as their dry
gin, with slightly more of the local botanicals and then sweetened
with honey to give it an incredible mouthfeel and rich palette.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and lemon

JJ Whitley Nettle

3.20

A massively herbaceous gin inspired by British gardens and
hedgerows. With classic juniper starting on the nose before a
punch of herbs alongside citrus and delicate sweetness.

No. 209

3.90

Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and grapefruit

O’ndina

3.80

Inspired by the Italian Riviera’s glamorous and carefree lifestyle,
O’ndina utilises fresh basil, lemons and other Mediterranean
herbs to make a wonderfully refreshing gin.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and lemon

Pink Pepper

4.50

Distilled in the hear t of the Cognac region of France, using
pink peppercorns, vanilla, honey and cardamom alongside other
traditional botanicals. Each one is distilled separately into its own
spirit then blended together to produce a per fectly balanced gin.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and peppercorns or lime

3.20

Made to a recipe dating back to 1883, this is as classic a sloe gin
as you’re likely to find anywhere. Rich, sweet and overtly fruity!
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Sicilian Lemon Tonic and orange

3.40

Produced in the north of Italy by the Vergnano family and
celebrating the famous Amalfi and Sicilian lemons alongside
traditional botanicals to capture the fresh citrus notes and subtle
sweetness that have made these fruits world famous.
Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and lemon

Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Tonic and apple

Plymouth Sloe

Perfect Serve: Lamb & Watt Basil Tonic and mint

Malfy Con Limone

4.80

This San Franciscan gin is quintuple-distilled and is a move away
from traditional juniper-led gins, focusing instead on citrus and
spice notes to create a refreshing and well-balanced gin.

Perfect Serve: Franklin & Sons Tonic and pear

Hendrick’s

Nikka Coffey

Rock Rose

3.70

Made by Dunnet Bay Distillery in Caithness, in the very north of
Scotland from a blend of local and traditional botanicals distilled in
a copper pot still (named Elizabeth) using a vapour-infusing steam
basket which creates a very delicate blend of flavours and aromas.
Perfect Serve: Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and rosemary

